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Upper stratosphere and lower troposphere are regions
of the maximum uncertainty of the GPS RO inversions

In the upper
stratosphere:
the signal reduces
below noise level
in terms of the
phase (Doppler)

In the lower troposphere:
the signal reduces below noise level
in terms of the amplitude



In the upper stratosphere:
- RO signal has single-tone structure,
- bending angle (BA) is locally related to the observed phase,
- noise on the phase does not result in the bias in BA
- simple noise filtering.

In the lower troposphere:
- RO signal has multi-tone structure,
- BA is non-locally related to the observed complex signal
(inversion results depend on the length of RO signal),

- noise on the complex signal may result in the bias in BA,
- noise filtering is a challenge.

In this study:
- we consider uncertainties (biases) in BA and REF in the LT,
- effect of the length of inverted RO signal,
- effect of additive noise,
- give physical explanations,
- approximately estimate the magnitude of uncertainties.



Radioholographic (RH) methods developed by M. E. Gorbunov and
A. S. Jensen transform RO complex signal from time/coordinate (x)
to impact parameter (a) representations:

under the assumption of spherical symmetry of refractivity each
sub-signal (ray) is uniquely characterized by impact parameter:
thus the RH-transformed RO has a single-tone structure.

RH transform can be thought as sorting rays on impact parameters.

Phase Matching (PM) method [Jensen et al. 2004] (used in this
study) is free of any approximations and assumptions except
the spherical symmetry. Bending angle:

Does this mean that inversions of RO signals in LT do not depend
on tunable parameters?  No. One of the remaining parameters is
the length of RO signal. This introduces an uncertainty.
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Inversion results depend non-locally on RO signals (this is reflected in
the RH transform) and, generally, depend on the length of RO signals.

Minimum height of straight line GPS-LEO for COSMIC occultations
tracked in the open-loop mode

Most occultations are tracked to -150-200 km HSL. Is this sufficient?



Statistical comparisons between COSMIC and ECMWF *) refractivities
(mean differences) when RO signals were truncated at different HSL
and additional noise added

Higher truncation results in negative shift of the mean retrieved
refractivity and less sensitivity to noise.
Why?

*) In this study ECMWF is used as the reference, not for the validation.



Statistical comparisons between COSMIC and ECMWF refractivities
(mean differences) for COSMIC occultations with different SNRs *) **)
Significant difference of the inversion biases for high-SNR and low-SNR
occultations.

*)   SNR is estimated by averaging between 60 and 80 km.
**) In COSMIC receivers SNR substantially depends on azimuth

wrt antenna boresight



- RO signal is a composition of sub-signals, each characterized by
impact height and bending angle.

- Additive noise is equivalent to artificial sub-signals with positive
and negative impact heights (negative are sorted out by RHT).

- Insufficient tracking depth removes sub-signals with large BA
by resulting in the negative inversion bias.

- Noise observed at low heights adds sub-signals with large BA.
This may result in the positive inversion bias - depending on
the shape of the spectrum of the RH-transformed RO signal.



- Polar occultation:
- Amplitude of RO signal abruptly decreases to noise level.
- Higher cut-off does not introduce bias. 



- Sub-tropical occultation (sharp ABL):
- RO signal propagates deep behind the atmosphere, amplitude 
decreases slowly.

- Increase of the cut-off height results in negative bias due to
removal of the sub-signals with large BA from the inversion.



- Polar occultation:
- Additive noise on complex RO signal does not introduce
an inversion bias



- Tropical occultation (strong convection):
- Strong fluctuation of amplitude.
- Additive noise on complex RO signal does introduce
significant positive inversion bias.
Why?



Consider Fourier spectrum W of the RH-transformed
RO signal V after shifting mean frequency to zero
(the frequency model is the smoothed bending angle):

V(a)U(x) ⇒
RHT
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Polar occultation:
- the spectrum W has strong single component 
- signal & noise at low HSL => asymmetric shape of W
- but the background noise does not affect determination
of the frequency via differentiation of the phase (due to
strong central component in the spectrum W)



Tropical occultation (strong convection):
- the spectrum W is broad (NO strong single component)
- in the absence of the strong single component in W,
determination of the frequency via differentiation of
the phase depends on the shape of the spectrum

- asymmetric shape of W results in the bias in frequency (BA)



Radio-holographic filtering (RHF)

Was suggested by M.E. Gorbunov et al., 2006, JGR (2005JD006427) 

Main principle:

RO signal in time/coordinate domain has broad spectrum
due to the multipath. Noise filtering is not efficient.

RH-transformed RO signal has narrow spectrum - multipath
is resolved under the assumption of spherically symmetry
of refractivity. This allows a more efficient noise filtering:
Windowing of the spectrum

then                                     

then calculation of BA
tunable parameters: length of RO signal in       domain,
windows for            and 
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Tropical occultation (strong convection):
- RH filtering suppresses the noise on right side of the spectrum W
- effectively removes the positive inversion bias
- introduces slight negative bias (due to removal of sub-signals
from the original RO signal)



Sub-tropical occultation (sharp ABL)
- RH filtering suppresses noise concurrently with suppressing
RO sub-signals

- this results in reduction of the positive bias due to noise and
increase of the negative bias 

noise

sub-signals



Statistical comparisons between COSMIC and ECMWF refractivities
(mean differences) for COSMIC occultations with different SNRs,
with RH filtering. The difference of the inversion biases for high-SNR
and low-SNR occultations is reduced.



RH filtering relies on separability of RO signal and noise in the
impact parameter domain; it requires:

- spherically symmetric refractivity
- gradients below critical

High latitudes: RO signal and noise are fully separable
(but RH filtering is not needed)

Low latitudes, isotropic N-irregularities: signal and noise are
almost separable; RH filtering effectively removes noise from
the asymmetric part of the spectrum W (reduces positive bias)

Low latitudes, horizontally elongated irregularities, combination
of isotropic irregularities and layers, layers with critical gradients:
signal and noise are not fully separable, RH filtering removes the
effect of noise (reduces positive bias) by concurrently removing
the sub-signals with large BA (increases negative bias)



Dynamic estimation of the cutoff height (individual for each occ.)

- needs estimation of the amplitude background noise level
- current CDAAC SW: background noise level is estimated as the minimal

averaged amplitude in any 3 consecutive seconds
- for COSMIC data, background noise level is about 9 V/V
- for some low latitude occultations the estimated background noise level

is higher – tracking depth is insufficient.

Constraint:
only ccultations
with min. HSL
<-150 km



Distributions of the cutoff heights for different truncation approaches

A) B) C) smoothed amplitude first time increases above K * background
(from bottom to top)  A)  K=1.5,  B)  K=2,  C)  K=3

D) smoothed amplitude first time increases above K1 * background
(from bottom to top) then first time decreases below K2 * background
(from the current height to bottom)    K1=3,   K2=1.5



Statistical comparisons between COSMIC and ECMWF refractivities
(mean differences) in tropics, lat -30+30, for different cutoff heights,
with and without RH filtering, with and without added noise 17 V/V 1)

A                           B                           C   D

- higher cut-off height results in larger negative bias
- RH filtering makes inversions substantially less sensitive to additive
noise, slightly less sensitive to cutoff height, negatively biased
compared to “no filtering”

- the largest fractional difference with and without the RH filtering
is at 2-3 km height

1) Noise added after estimation of the cut-off to separate the effect of the noise itself
(positive bias) from the effect of higher cut-off due to the added noise (negative bias).



Sensitivity of the inversion results to tunable parameters
of the RH filtering (tropics, lat -30+30 deg)

Different windows for smoothing
of the bending angle model used
for the frequency shifting of the
RH-transformed RO signal (250m
suggested by Gorbunov et al. 2006)

Different widths of the Gaussian
windows for the spectrum W
of the RH-transform frequency-
shifted RO signal



Examples of deep RO signals in COSMIC. Minimal tracking height
shall be lowered (this applies even more to GRAS receiver).



Excluding deep RO signals from RH inversions may result in
significant negative inversion biases.

Inversions with different cutoff heights show that the ~-10%
bias below ~1.5 km is caused by sub-signals at -190-220 km
(no significant positive bias caused by noise at -130-190 km).



Deep RO signals also may be explained by horizontally inhomogeneous
surface ducts (SD) (horizontally homogeneous SD are “invisible” in RO)

MPS simulation
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2) spherically-symmetric
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Other RO sub-signals

deep RO signal

Strong sub-signal NOT from any of the
GPS satellites (the source is not known).

Sub-signal from non-occulted GPS.
Frequently observed in RO.
[M. Bonnedal et al., GPS Solutions, 2009]
Low power (C/A code cross-correlation -22 dB)



Summary

In tropical LT, RO sub-signals and noise are not fully separable both in
time/coordinate and impact parameter domains.

Excessive truncation of RO signals removes sub-signals with the largest
BA by introducing negative inversion bias.

Excessive use of RO signals in case of isotropic N-irregularities results
in the positive inversion bias (due to significant width and asymmetry
of the spectrum of RH-transformed RO signal).

RH filtering suppresses the effect of noise in the asymmetric part of
the spectrum of RH-transformed RO signal (reduces positive bias).
Concurrently, it suppresses RO sub-signals with large BA (increases
negative bias). RHF reduces sensitivity of the inversions to noise.
May be a choice for climate applications. May be further tuned up.
Variable window may be considered.



Summary (cont.)

Fractional uncertainty of refractivity in the tropical LT retrieved with
different cut-off heights, with and without RH filtering is about 0.5-1%.

Calibration of the RO bias in LT is a challenge. Given amount of water
vapor, different spatial structures may result in different biases.

A way to reduce and to better quantify the LT RO biases:
1) tracking RO signals down to lower heights;
2) tracking RO signals at lower noise.
This shall be done in the future RO receivers with the beam-steering
antennas. 

Advantages of the beam-steering antennas:
1) maximizing SNR;
2) reducing the difference in SNR between straight- and side-looking

occultations;
3) reducing sensitivity to urban noise [M. Bonnedal et al., 2009]


